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Bee Gee News

"Door-Belles" Ring Tonight

Student Publication of Bowling Green State University ,

VOL. XXVI.—Z551

Beauty Vote
Planned For
Next Week
1942 Key To Sponsor Poll
To Select Beauty
Section

Reading from left lo right above arc Joan Echalbarger, Eulalah
Moellman, Georgia AncWrson, and Cecelia Rohn, Bowling Green
coeds who throw open the "Double Door" to the student body at 8:15
this evening. Misa Echelberger, junior transfer, it the only newcomer to the University Playera group, the other three having had
leading roles in previous productions.

University Players Open
"Door" For Three Days
Mystery Thriller Will Be Presented A. Third In
Series Of University Theater Productions; Joan
Echelberger Cast In Leading Role
Horror of an unusual nature will distinguish "Double
Door," the University Players' three-act mystery thriller,
when it goes on the stage of the Auditorium at 8:15 tonight.
Under the direction of Prof. Elden T. Smith, the show will
be presented again Thursday and Friday nights.
Tickets may be obtained in the check room of the Ad■—
—♦ministration building from 3 to 6
—B^^———» today or Thursday and Friday
afternoons or at the door.
The cast, which has been rehearsing five weeks, is as follows:
Avery, Georgia Anderson; Telson,
Ed Lautner; Louise, Joan Norsworthy; William, Marshall Folts;
Anne Darrow, Eulalah Moellman;
Caroline Van Bret, Cecilia Rohrs;
Victoria Van Bret, Joan EchelberWith World War II entering- its ger; Mr. Chase, Gene Dean; Morfourth month of destruction, the timer Neff, Waldo Egbert; Rip
United Nations are settling- them- Van Bret, Don Mason; Dr. John
selves for a long war and an Sully, Ralph Thomas, and Lambert, Harry Younker.
eventual victory.
Joan Echelberger, who plays
Batavia, Supraboya and Bandung, the key cities of Java, were the lead role of Victoria Van Bret,
the military objectives last week is a junior transfer. She has done
of the swiftly advancing Japanese. directing and acting for the UniIn less than three months the sol- versity radio program over WFIN.
diers of the Rising Sun have over- Georgia Anderson will be rememcome the shield of islands and bered for her portrayal of Mary,
fortresses guarding the 3,000-mile mother of Christ, in "Family Porapproach from the Japanese main- trait." Ed Lautner also played
in "Family Portrait." Eulalah
land.
A week ago Japan moved from Moellman had roles last year in
fallen Singapore and other con- "Margin for Error" and "Outward
quered points, and sent a power- Bound." Cecelia Rohrs had the
ful fleet toward the Indies. After lead in "Outward Bound." Gene
After a fierce battle in the Java Dean was in "Family Portrait."
sea, the Allied fleet claimed nine Waldo Egbert was in "Twelfth
Japanese warships 17 transports. Night."
The set is of the living room
Tokyo, on the other hand, pointed
out that 17 United Nations craft, of an elaborate house of 1860 dehad been destroyed, which, if this sign, and the costumes are of the
is true, would leave Java defense- 1910 period. Misu Lucile Wilkinless from the sea. One thing is son, art instructor; Professor
certain, however, Japan has gained Smith and Phil Miles worked toboth naval, and air supremacy gether designing the set. The architectural feature of the double
around and over Java.
Control of Java would be a door figures into the murder plans
great asset to the Japanese. Not of the heroine. The melodrama
only would they gain rubber, teak, was inspired by misers and their
tin, and oil, but they would con- struggles to keep their wealth.
trol the main link in the island
bridge from Australia to Asia.
They would be masters of the last
barrier between the IrMian and
Pacific oceans.
Last week the Japanese struck
at the outer fringer of Australia's
University debaters tied for
sparsely, populated coast.
The
third place last week-end in the
Japanese bombers raided Port
state tournament at Capital UniDarwin, north Australia's chief
city and the United Nations' im- versity in Columbus.
The negative team of Larry
portant naval and air base. Although most Australians were not Kuhl and Carl Bartch, and the afdisturbed by these raids, all be- firmative team from Earlham Collieve that they are only fore-run- lege, Richmond, 1ml.. were the
only undefeated ones. Both teams
ners of what is to come.
The United States fleet, having won six contests.
recovered from the Pearl Harbor Bob Morgan and Marvin Pierce
attack, is once again in operation formed the. Bowling Green affirmin the Pacific ocean. Last week ative, which won two and lost
it was revealed that the Pacific four.
Earlham won the tournament
fleet had scored a brilliant air
and naval victory. The portion of with 10 victories in 12 debates,
the fleet on scout doty was at- while Heidelberg College was sectacked by 18 Japanese bombers. ond with nine wins and Bowling
However, the United States ships Green, with eight decisions, tied
and their planes shot down six of with three others for third.
Prof. Upton Palmer accompathe enemy while only two Amerinied the debaters to Columbus.
can planes were lost.

A Digest Of
The Week's
News

Plans were inaugurated today to select the women to
appear in the 1942 Key beauty section, according to Francis Ruth, editor of the annual. The beauty section, an
innovation as far as Key publishing is concerned, is planstanding features of the 1942
ned to be one of the many outKey.
"Anyone," stated Editor Ruth,
"no matter what their class or affiliations might be, will be eligible
to compete in the contest. The
only prerequisite for the winner
will be beauty. The Key is sponsoring the contest to show the
public the type of beauty to be
found on the Bowling Green State
University campus."
The judges for the contest will
be the University students in a
primary ballot and a famed magazine illustrator to pick the final
winners.
Anyone can circulate a petition, which may be secured at the
Key office after noon today, for
the candidate of their choice. This
petition is to be accompanied by
a photograph of the candidate;
signed by 20 people and turned
into the Key office not later than
Monday noon.
Pictures of all candidates entered will be displayed in the
glass showcase in the Well and
students will be able to select the
women of their choice by use of a
ballot to appear in the next issue
of the Bee Gee News.
The eight women having the
highest number of votes in the
balloting will be photographed in
formats and these pictures will be
submitted to an off-campus judge
who will make the final decision.
The four winners will appear
in full page photos in the beauty
■action of the 1942 Key.
The rules for the contest are as
follow;
1. Judging will be on the basis of beauty alone.
2. Any regularly enrolled woman student is eligible.
3. Anyone may circulate a petition, in support of any candidate.
Each petition must bear

Debaters Place
Third At Meet

What They Are Saying...
BOB SEALOCK IN "MERE MUSINGS"—"The method ol distributing books crt the University Library is a direct insult to the
intelligence of the students."
HUGH NOTT IN "NOTT MUCH"—"Wish we could go to college four years without enduring winter, autumn, or summer
. . . hist spring."
DAVE KROFT IN "MOURNING MALE"—"Her mother owned a
bottling works but she never had a pop-"

In Today's News...
"Double Door" opens for three nights.
Campus beauty queens will be selected for Key.
Bunny Berigan will definitely play for Inter-Fraternity
Dance.
Sororities announce pledge lists.

(Continued on page 2)
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Former Students
Lend Local Color
To War Picture
Bowling Green ■tudents may
remember Dwight Van Atta
and Bill Berry, former Falcon
athletes, who are now flying
with the Royal Air Force. If
•o, they may want to see the
Cla-Zel theater's week-end offering,
"Captains
of
the
Clouds."
Thi. 61m, a saga of the heroic
men who give England her
wings, will feature 30 minutea
of actual combat pictures, filmed in the R.A.F. by official
aerial photographers.
There
will be a midnight preview Saturday, with the picture continuing Sunday, Monday, and
Tuesday.

NO. 23

124 Women Berigan Is Rehired
List Sorority
Preferences For Council Dance
Rushing Ends With New
Pledging Record
On Books
The lists of second semester pledges were formally announced on Monday. In comparison to last year's total
of 74 pledges, this year's
total of 74 pledges, this year's
increase to 124 was quite
unusual.
The new sorority, Alpha

New Schedule
Of Omissions
Is Inaugurated
Plan Proposed To Stagger
Convocation Hour Over
Entire Week
A trial program for shifting
classes for convocation has been
announced by President Frank J.
Prout. A change of system was
suggested by the Advisory Council, and the following progrim has
been worked out by Dr. S. H.
Lowrie, Dean R. G. Harshman,
and Registrar John W. Bunn.
Formerly only Wednesday mornim/ classes were eliminated.
/ March 18—2 p. m. classes on
Wednesday to be omitted, the 10
a. m. classes meeting at 2 p. m.
Wednesday.
March 26—3 p. m. classes on
Wednesday to be omitted, the 10
a. m. Wednesday classes meeting
at 3 p. m. Wednesday.
April 1—No convocation.
April 8—No convocation.
April 16—8 a. m. classes on
Tuesday to be omitted, the 10 a.
m. Wednesday classes meeting at
8 a. m. Tuesday.
April 22—9 a. m. classes on
Tuesday to be omitted, the 10 a.
m. Wednesday classes meeting at
9 a. m. Tuesday.
April 29-—10 a. m. classes on
Tuesday to be omitted, the 10 a.
m. Wednesday classes meeting at
10 a. m. Tuesday.
May 6—11 a. m. classes on
Tuesday to be omitted, the 10 a.
m. Wednesday classes meeting at
11a.m. Tuesday.

1-F Maestro Trumpeted
From Farm To Gotham
From a small Wisconsin town to truckin' with the Dolteya nnd
Benny Goodman is the record that the "Miracle Man of the Trumpet,"
Bunny Berigan. will sport when he brings his famed radio and show
band here for the Inter-Fraternity Council Name Band Dunce,
March 21.
Those that gather in the Men's Gymnasium to hear the. blond
maestro give out with such great "
trumpet solos of the modern mu quick to catch on. Benny Goodsical era as "I Can't Get Started man was so impressed with its
With You," will be watching a possibilities that he recommended
music master whose rise in the that Berigan follow him on the
modern musical world is as re- bandstand at the famed Pennsylvania Hotel. He made a success
markable as they come.
His introduction to music was of this first opportunity and he
early, indeed, for it was under was musically near the top.
Since then he has played nearthe critical eye of his grandfather, a professional musician, that record engagements at such dine
he got his start on the trumpet. and dance palaces as Chicago's
He completed his high school edu- famed College Inn, the Raymore
cation and entered his freshman Ballroom in Boston, the Steel
year at the University of Wiscon- Pier in Atlantic City, the Roosesin before he decided that music velt Hotel in Jacksonville, New
was too important to wait. From York's St. George Hotel, and many
Chicago, where he had his first others from coast to coast.
jobs, he sought to break into the
big time in New York. His first Petitions Are Sent For
Broadway job was in Janssen's
Song By Fred Waring
Hofbrau Restaurant where he was
signed by Hal Kemp, who took
Petitions to have Fred Waring
him on a European jaunt.
This was back in 1928 and since and his band compose and broadthat time he played with Freddie cast a "Victory Song" for BowlRich, the Dorsays, Benny Good- ing Green State University, have
man and Paul Whiteman. before been mailed.
forming his own organization.
Hundreds of students joined
Featuring himself on the trum- alumni officers, administration ofpet in anything from "Loveless ficials, and faculty members in
Love" to Rubenstein's "Melody in signing the petitions to have the
F." his new organization was song broadcast Friday, March 27,
in conjunction with Bowling Green
Day programs in various counties
National Officers Holds
in Northern Ohio.
Conferences With YWCA
The movement stemmed from a
recent alumni meeting on the
Frances Helen Mains, the na- campus. Petitions were circulattional student secretary, is hold- ed in dormitories, fraternity and
ing conferences with all the offi- sorority houses, and in campus
cers of the. YWCA and student buildings.
advisers today.
Miss Mains is the guest for the
Debaters from colleges in three
day of Dean Audrey Kenyon Wil- state* will participate at the Adder and will be the guest of honor ministration Building Saturday in
at a dinner to be given at Kohl an invitational tournament arranged by Prof. Upton Palmer.
Hall this evening.

Contention On Two Points Influenced
Council To Reopen
Negotiations
Bunny Berigan, the famed trumpeteer, who was hired
and fired as the band to play for the annual Inter-Fraternity Council Name Band Dance, March 21, is back in the fold
today, according to Don Mason, Inter-Fraternity Council
president.
Mason in explaining the complicated situation that resulted from the action repealing*-

Council Chooses
Student Advisers
For Class Of '46

of the original Council stand stated that two reasons influenced
the Council to reopen negotiations
to bring the big time radio and
show maestro here.
One reason was the opinion expressed in some quarters on the
campus that the Council was too 24 Named From Upper
Classmen For New
hasty in its action to cancel the
contract on the grounds that the
Positions
project was too big to undertake
in such a time of social retrenchTwenty-four students have acment to aid the war effort. Sev- cepted newly created positions as
eral Councilmen were confronted advisers to freshmen men.
with arguments bearing this point
The plan is similar to that reout.
cently set up for first-year womA second factor in the decision en. Miss Audrey Kenyon Wilder,
was the fact that the band will be dean of women, has been asked to
able to be offered a price much coordinate and correlate the prolower than was originally antici- gram for men as well as that for
pated. Tickets under the new set- women.
up will be sold for $2.50 plus tax
Men advisers were chosen by a
instead of $3.30 as under the old Student Council committee on the
scheme.
basis of personality, scholarship,
Plans are being rushed to make and adjustment to campus life.
the dance the biggest in the four- Ten of the men are on the Dean's
ycar scries. Other bands that have List and nine others have grades
been sponsored by the Council of 2.7 or better, out of a possible
include Fletcher Henderson, 4. Dr. Frank J. Prout, UniverGeorge Hall and Dolly Dawn, and sity president, and Dean Arch B.
Bob Strong.
Conklin approved the selections.
Invitations will be sent to alumMiss Wilder interviewed the
ni of the four fnternities invitadvisers last week. She told them
ing them back to what is planned that each will advise a small group
to be the first event of its type of freshmen and that at the end
in the history of the University.
of this semester the freshmen will
An intensive ticket sales drive evaluate the work.
will be inaugurated next week by
The new advisers are to meet
Joo Clague and Jim Miller, who
will handle the ticket sales for in Room 217-A at 9:30 p. m.
Thursday.
the affair. Each fraternity will
The group includes
have tickets for sale.
Other committees that have
Alfred Adelman, Robert Berarbeen appointed by President Ma- di, Max Hanke, I<eonard Held,
son include: publicity, Richard David Kroft, Stuart O'Hara, Joe
Dunipace and Al Sautter; and ar- Clague, Harlan Horton, Norman
Speaking before his first Bowl- rangements, Olin Fischer, Burton Huffman, Richard Jaynes, Walter
McConnell, Jean Bellard, J. Riching Green audience, Dr. Ricardo Finlay and John Beric.
ard Box, and Thomas Buttle.
Alfaro, ex-president of Panama,
spoke at the Wood County ForJoe Coale, Ralph Flack, Joe
um Sunday on the subject "SoliFox, James Miller, Ralph Klein,
darity for American Countries."
Ernest Nixon, Hugh Nott, Ed PalDr. Alfaro said that the westmer, Perry Shilts, and Boyd
ern hemisphere is facing its greatSmith.
est crisis today.
In this hemiMiss Myrtle Jensen has divided
sphere 21 republics live in peace
into three groups the selections
and will defend their rights.
Speaking about the accomplish- she will play at 4 this afternoon
ments of the Pan American Uni- in the second of her series of
on, Dr. Aalfaro said that this has March organ recitals, which are
been the strongest organization open to the public without charge
Dr. James Paul Kennedy, assoin the world for the principles in the University Auditorium.
The program is as follows:
ciate professor of mucic, will play
that people have a right to govern
two
original preludes in his piano
Works
by
forerunners
of
Bach
themselves. Tremendous strength
is seen by nations cooperating —"Prelude and Fugue" by Pach- recital at 8:30 p. m. Wednesday,
and working together for interna- elbel, "Toccata per l'Elevuzione in the Practical Arts Auditorium.
The selections are "An Early
tional understanding. Our good by Frescobaldi, and "Fugue in C
Spring Day" and "Eyes of Blue."
neighbor policy has promoted ideas Major" by Buxtehude.
Other recital numbers are:
Familiar airs transcribed for
for peace and freedom and com"Prelude and Fugue in A Miorgan—"By the Brook" by Boismon defense.
The acid test of solidarity came deffre; "Irish Air from County nor" by Bach; "Sonata in C Maat Pearl Harbor, bringing the Derry" by Lemare, and "I.iebe- jor" by Beethoven; two etudes,
"C Sharp Minor" and "E Major,"
whole of Latin America on the strum" by Liszt-Gaul.
Works by contemporary Ameri- both by Chopin; "Scherzo in B
side of the U. S. and the fight
can organists — "Skyland" by Minor" by Chopin; two preludes,
for democracy.
Dr. Alfaro is recognized as one Charles Vardell, Jr.; "Carillon" "General Levine" and "Dead
of the foremost authorities on by Leo Sowerby, and "Toccata on Leaves," both by Debussy, and
O Filii et Filiae" by Lynnwood "Rhapsodie in E Flat Minor" by
Pan-American affairs.
Brahms.
Farnam.

Phi Epsilon added six new members. They arc: Janet Gladfelter, Helen Henkleman, Virginia
Keller, Elizabeth Maurer, Eliiabeth Pontius, and Barbara Yoder.
The Clovias added four members to their group. They are:
Bernice Brauneck, Ruth Goodeman. Pearl Marsh, and Barbara
Lanker.
The Five Sisters' pledges number 21, The list includes: Mardo
Bleier, Jane Brumby, Jean Campbell, Virginia Dalton, Martha
Jane Davidson. Irma DeMoney,
Joan Echelberger, Carol Gamble,
Nancy Hutchinson, Janet Jacobs,
Helen Leu, Cornelia Rogers, Patricia Schweitzer, Addio Sutler,
Dorris Torrey, Betty Toy, Jo True,
Adis Westman, and Carol Wilson.
On the Las Amigas roster arc:
Ardith Baumann, Mary Bick,
Barbara Bowers, Marion Bowen,
Esther Davis, Phyllis Davis, Alda
Douthett, Mary Holt, Janet Holtmeyer, Eileen Kite, Dorothy Krosnosky, Elba Marqucz, Leona Menache, Dorothy Robinson, Anna
Jean Smith, Kathryn Walters,
Verienne Weidleman, and Betty
Zimmerman.
Carolyn Albert, Margenc Campbell, Gene Drake, Ruth Harding,
and Marion Baron are the Phratra pledges.
The Seven Sisters headed the
list with 28 women. The list includes: Georgia Anderson, Ruth
(Continued on page 2)

'Union' Advocated
By Forum Speaker

Jensen Continues
Organ Programs

Dr. J. P. Kennedy
To Give Recital

Opening Of Infirmary
Depends Upon Priorities
The infirmary should be ready
for use in about a week, if materials are not delayed, Dr. F. J.
Prout announced this week. All
that remains to be done is laying
the floors and painting.
The date of the formal dedication of the building has not been
decided, but it will be announced
in the near future.
The Three Kay sorority, which
has been housed in the Woman's
Building will be housed in the infirmary temporarily after it is
completed.

Pathology Professor
To Lecture Thursday
Otterbein Dressier, professor
of pathology at the Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy and Surgery, will lecture Thursday afternoon at 4 in Room 300 of the
Science Building.
The lecture is open to pro-professional students, biology majors, and any others who might
be interested.
One of Mr. Dressier"* topics is
"Congenital Anomalies."

Churches Plan Varied
Programs Before Easter
The churches of Bowling Green
are planning their annual preEastcr function for university students. A varied program will be
given, to be climaxed by the Easter
services.
The Westminster Club of the
Presbyterian Church has inaugurated a discussion series on International Affairs.
Continuing Sunday, Dr. A. R.
Siebens will discuss "The Postwar Church." Dr. Siebens was
a delegate on the conference of
A Just and Durable Peace. This
is a national conference that was
held at Ohio Wesleyan during the
first week of March.
March 22, Mrs. Harry Chamberlain of Toledo will talk on
"The Basts of a Durable Peace."
Mrs. Chamberlain is a member of
the World Committee of the Y.
W.C.A.
' This series will be concluded
with a Sunday evening communion service to be held on Palm
Sunday, March 27.

Programs for the Wesley
League, Young Peoples' group at
the Methodist Church, has been
announced, according to Mrs.
Wayne Huffman, director of the
group.
Sunday, Miss Freda Bruns from
the University faculty, will discuss "Hymnology."
The special Easter service will
be on March 29 with J. W. Carmichael, from the speech department, as the speaker.
Mrs. Clyde Hissong is the
teacher of the University Sunday
School class during this semester.
The Young Peoples' group of
the United Brethren Church has
announced its program for the
next two weeks, according to Miss
Mary Louise Fox, student chairman.
Sunday, Judge Raymond Ladd
will lecture on the topic "A Lawyer Looks at the Trial of Jesus."
A second in this series by Judge
Ladd will be given on Sunday,
March 22.

News Value Is Important;
Advertising Value Is Vital
College newspapers are in a dilemma!
Business managers, advertising
men, advisers are all faced with the
problem, "Should we continue publication?" The answer is yes!
College papers have a job to doeditorially and commercially. Advertisers have argued that they want to
avoid anything having to do with the
war.
They want to keep their customers' mind off the war. Their argument is that people worrying about the
war are not going to be interested in
what their advertisements have to say.
This is poor psychology.
The Bee Gee News is caught in the
midst of a trying period. In the face
of uncertainty we believe that colleges
should make every effort to retain normality in student activities despite accelerated curricula and wartime adjustments. The Bee Gee News will
meet the situation squarely. We will
continue publication every Wednesday.
We will bring you news of campus defense efforts. We will bring you news
of boys in the service. Our advertising
columns will bring you news of what
is available at our advertisers. When
stocks cannot be replaced, we will get
our advertisers to tell you just what
are the best available substitutes.
These opinions are backed by logic.
Let us look into the history of advertising during the last war.
In 1917
there were three groups — those who
realized that normal times would return and had courage to continue their
advertising program; those who had
even more courage and started new
ventures; and those who had the market and decided to stop advertising for
the time being. In the first two groups
we find those firms who are leaders
today, such firms as Coca-Cola, Wrigley's, and Eastman Kodak. Group
three finds its story in the "remember
when" columns. Firms such as Cottolene and Pear's Soap, are not remembered by the average college student.
Advertisers must be educated to do
their part.
Here is a five-point program that is being worked out by the
Pacific Const Advertising Association:
1. Keep advertising regularly, unless priorities or war conditions prevent.
2. Keep brand names before the
public. Keep the public memory fresh
with the names of products and institutions which they have learned to
value.
Well-accepted brands will be
your best tool to recoup markets when
the war is over; forgotten brands are
hard to bring back.
3. Do a real public relations job
with your advertising. Show the public when you advertise you are doing
them a service.

Mourning
Male

BEE GEE NEWS

4. Advertise alternate or substitute
products, telling why by using them
the public will help win the war. Some
of these products will build permanent
markets for you.
5. Make your advertising timely and
keyed to the crisis.
Remember that
advertising is news.
Yes, college papers are serving.
Here is the answer to the advertiser,
to the business manager, and to the
staff advisers.
The news value of a
college paper is important—the advertising value of the student press is vital. Set the pace, don't drop it.—MH.

An Open And Shut Case
Here's The Evidence
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A serious thought for today,
Is one that may cause us dismay,
Just what are the forces
That bring little hones,
If all of the horses say, "Nay"?
« >
Two man were playing poker when a knock was hoard
at the door. "Who !• it?" they
asked.
"Rigormortit—may I set in?"
< >
"Say, toots, are you the kind
of girl who screams when a man
annoys her?"
"Oh, no; I carry a police
whistle."

«. »
Oh, her mother
A few weeks ago, the periodical re- owned a bottling works, but she
port to the faculty at Kent State Uni- noror had a pop.
versity included the following para€ >
graph :
Did you know they're making a
"Some difficulties are arising
sequel to the picture, "The Letter?" They're calling it "P.S."
from smoking in the corridors and
offices by both students and facul« »
ty members, President K. C. Lee"My career is prombrick warns. Signs throughout the
ising."
buildings carrying the 'No Smok"What do you do?"
"I write political speeches."
ing' order are placed there by direction of the state officials, and
< »
the inspection of state and univerSoph: "Man is wonderful. He
sity officers indicates that violahas learned to fly like a bird."
tions occur frequently in some
Frosh: "Yes, but he hasn't
quarters and regularly in others.
learned to sit on a barbed-wire
fence."
'It is encouraging,' President Leebrick said, 'that the faculty mem« >
"I'm giving her a
bers are showing greater care and
corsage I"
that students are willing to coop"You must know her intimateerate when they understand the
ly. I'm just giving her flower.."
nature and reason for this state
no-smoking order.'"
< >
Customer: "Do you remember
This is particularly applicable to
Bowling Green, where dozens of cig- that cheese you sold me yesterarette butts litter the Well and adjoin- day?"
Grocer: "Yes."
ing corridors daily. Perhaps there was
Customer: "Did you say it was
some excuse for this several years, or
even one year ago.
Students had no imported or deported from Switzerland?"
place, not even a smoking lounge, on
< >
campus where they could grab a smoke
"I got koll last
between classes, and justified their actions with this argument. In fact, the night."
"Short win?"
Nest grew out of this agitation.
But
< >
now, with the Nest fully completed and
"Hey, why arc you following
operating all day long, there is absolutely no excuse for students and facul- me? Didn't you ever see anyone
ty alike strolling through campus build- like me before?"
"Yeah, but I had to pay a
ings nonchalantly dragging the last
quurter."
puff from a cigarette ,and then flip< >
ping the butt into a corner.
She was as fresh as a
The Ad building probably wouldn't now-born anowflake and twice as
go up in a puff of smoke, although we pure.
are not minimizing the fire hazard, for
But sho's drifting.
it could be damaged severely. If such
a thing happened, it might be five
years until the government released
priorities and the University could
rebuild.—H.N.
By JO TRUE

powerful movements of the commonplace lives.
"Summertime" blends a mother's love with
the summer languor, and "It Ain't Necessarily So" expressed the mocking of all jaunly "Sportin' Bloods." The Yearning of "Bess,
You Is My Woman" has the primitive drama
found in u polished operatic aria, and American humor is recreated in the philosophical
"I've Got Plenty of Nothin'." Wagnerian this
work, but Gershwin hud chosen a difficult
task, because he tried to put folklore and folk
rhythms into an integrated musicul form.
Whether Gershwin has succeeded or failed
has not been fully determined beyond critical
arguments, but Gershwin did write music
from people's hearts and not from orthodox
|iiv<lr,-cssors.
The distinctive French taxi horns in "An
American in Paris" are another expression of
Gershwin's appreciation for the commonplace,
as a key with which to open the door of Paris.
One could travel musically with Gershwin as
he expresses the loneliness and joy which
Paris gave the visitor. However, it is Gershwin's "Rhpasody in Blue" which places him
upon the threshold of musical greatness.
Gershwin is not pretentious, but the sincere
and melodious musical rises and swells give
dignity to the composition.
True, Gershwin voiced the complexity of
the commonplace in America: but, when
Gershwin wrote music, he was writing with
the universality of music found in every living heart, because his music expressed the
longings which fill each race, creed, and color.
Artists....
News Reporters—
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The time has come, the walrus said, to
speak of many things, of shoes, snd ships,
and sealing wax, and cabbages . . . and next
year's enrollment . . . that's right, "Nott
Much" is rising to the speaker's platform
again . . . this time to urge another job on
you ! . . however, this is more than a job. it's
a duty, but a pleasant one ... so listen, my
children, and you shall hear . . . Bowling
Green has been rather lucky so fsr in the
matter of enrollment
decrease . . . but another year is sneaking
up on us, and the
threatened enrollment
drop makes your head
swim when you think
about it . . . the University, your University, needs help badly,
and what are you doing about it? . . .
nothing! ... the new
Freshman Advisory
groups, for both men and women, are rapidly
being organized and coordinated under the
direction of Dean Audrey Kenyon Wilder . . .
but they must have you behind them . . . they
must know that you are spreading the truth
about Bowling Green and its opportunities
and future ... it takes very little time and
effort, when you go home over week-ends or
holidays, to tell your friends about the youngest, proudest university in the Midwest . . .
so. after reading this, you sit back and aay,
"Boy, is he spreading it on thick!" . . . but
that's the point, we're not . . . Bowling Green
has been awfully good to us. and we appreciate it . . . Bowling Green has done as much
for you . . . why don't you return the favor?
. . . simply suggest to your friends, whether
they plan to come to college or not, that Bowling Green is the happy hunting ground of the
swellest guys and gals in the world . . . that's
all.

:—n

ARTHUR KAHLER
CC/CHES FOOTBALL AT DICKINSON COLLEGE AND BASKETBALL AT BROWN UNIVERSITY/

IOWA STATE COLLEGE AT AMEP,
IOWA, is THE GEOGRAPHICAL
• • CENTER OFTHE STATE • • •

THENnRAWRTATREED
OXLE6E,FTJRTLANO.ORE.,
IS NAMED

QUIETT INFIRMARY
IN MEMCRfCF A STUDENT.

Peace? Try And Find It
At The B. G. News Office
By DOROTHY ANN SALISBURY

(Editor's note: Any reference
to poraona living or dead, drunk
or aober, aano or inaano, ia purely
coincidental and was not intended
by tho author.)
No one who has tried to turn
out copy in the Bee Gee News
office on a Monday afternoon
can have a doubt in his mind as
to the similarity of that office
and certain institutions which
have no bearing on this story and
shall, therefore, not be mentioned
here. Let's take a typical Monday.
The reporter, who positively
couldn't get his story in on Friday for a number of reasons, enters the sanctum sanctorum (Latin for madhouse) and finds the
following scene:
The first thing to meet the eye
is the form of a lankier of the
associate editors sprawled on the
couch. At this moment he is discussing (in no uncertain terms)
the numerous failings of the University library. He is now ready
to leave the office because the
business manager who has been
arguing (just for the sake of
something to do) refuses to conEver notice that little brown
cede the point.
bungalow that sita on the hillside
beside the cemetery and overlooks
the campus? Well, that house is More On Pledging
a very importunt one on account
(Continued from page 1)
of that's where our woman-of-theweek, Milly Wolf (without a final Barkow, Betty
Burnett, Alice
"e") resides.
Bates, Bcnnie Bichen, Lois BreyShe's a brown-haired, blue-eyed ley, Leiln Brock, Louise Geiger,
lass. Her most distinguishing fea- Betty Hengesbaugh. Betty Husti,
tures being her Mary James, Evelyn Katternheininnocent expres- rich, Lois Kochlann, Evelyn Leach,
sion a n d deep- Geraldine Leac, Lois Mayfield.
dimpled s m i I e. Hilda Mehring, Jean Olewiler,
To illustrate how Helen Pugh, Donna Rech, Dorowell- preserved thy Salisbury, Jean Van Horn,
she is, when Mil- Alice Walbolt, Betty Weaver, and
ly went to Lo- Virginia Wilson.
rain, all the high
The. Skois' new members are:
school kids Joan Allsup, Dorothy Bell, Barthought she was bara Burridge, Janet Carino,
a new student.
Charity Conrad, Mary DeHaven,
Milly's major Margaret Dennis, Joan Fulton,
is French and Ardine Gottfried, Adelaide Harher minor stenography. (The lat- ger, Joy Imbody, Mary Helen
ter she puts into practice down in Jaynes, Mary Jean Jorae, Shirley
Registrar Bunn's office, the lucky Mantel, Marilyn McConkey, Kathman.) After next spring's gradu- leen McDermott, Betty Neeb,
ation Milly plans to get her mas- Jeanne Powell, Alberta Riley, Virter's, first going to Boulder, Colo., ginia Roush, Arlice Stearns, June
or Seattle, Wash., and finishing Steward, Marjorie Grace and Marup at Columbia. She will then garet Thompson.
teach until she is 67 years old, at
which time she will retire with
the proverbial cat and canary. More On Key
We're sorry we can't wax roman(Continued from page 1)
tic about this thing, but that's
Milly's story, and looks as if we're the signature of 20 students or
faculty.
stuck with it
4. Names must be submitted
During her three years and one on an official petition blank'which
semester here, Milly has been a
may be secured at the Key office
member of the Skol sorority,
treasurer of Boots and Saddle, anytime afternoon today.
6. Each candidate selected by
secretary of the junior class, treasurer of Kappa Delta Pi. a three- a petition must furnish a photoyear member of Book and Motor graph of her own choice to the
(and she doesn't wear horn rims), Key for preliminary judging.
and last and moat important, was
6. The deadline for the return
Homecoming Queen in her sopho- of petitions and photographs to
more year. (Milly states that she the Key office will be Monday,
was more surprised than thrilled.) March 16, at 12 noon.
Her favorite pastime is sleep7. All photographs will be postins; she also likes skirts and
sweaters and formats for gals and ed Monday noon and no other
tweeds for guys. Her hates are posters or publicity in the supraisins, knee-length socks, and port of any candidate will be permitted.
people that quibble.
8. From the total number of
Milly says she's had lots of fun
at Bowling Green—the most in entries eight will be selected by
her sophomore year. Her only a vote of the student body as to
criticism is that there is too much be announced in next week's painter-fraternity and inter-sorority per. From these eight the four
feeling—not enough integration whose pictures will appear in the
between the organisations.
Key will be selected by an indeOh, yes—we almost forgot—Mil- pendent, off-campus judge. Spel/a man - of - the - hour is David cial pictures must be taken of
Bunn.
these final eight

One At A Time

►•runs Alexander
Marianne Hell
Bob Ilerardl
Walter Ruts
Maryvonne Clark
Hiiih Hardlnc
Mai Ihrla-

—

By DAVE KKOFT

George Gershwin's Compositions Are
Americas Soul-Felt Musical Pulse
By FLORENCE SHREVE
The last song which George Gershwin composed was entitled "Love Walked In," and,
after he had written thut song, he loft the
America which he loved and which Inspired
him. However, he left America a gift i>f
song which had been born in the jazz of New
York and the primitiveness of Porgy in Catfish Row. Gershwin understood his cour.try,
and his music reflects a sympathy for the
heart of a rushing post-war New York un<i
the characters in his "Porgy and Bess."
In the gay abandon of "I Got Rhythm,"
Gershwin guve a vitality to jazz which made
it more than a stereotyped product of Tin
Pan Alley. He was speaking the language
of the night club singer, the young couples
who danced each night, and all the middleaged people who refused to become desiccated.
Gershwin, in such a number, caught the tempo of an era that was trying to cover up the
disillusionment of war and depression.
Perhaps, Gershwin did not write chamber
music for Carnegie Hall; but Gershwin wrote
music which gave voice to the musical desires
found in each human being. He was criticized because he wrote for money, but he
never lost that infectious musical spontaneity
which must have spoken to the dincer or
listener. Gershwin was the voice of America's demand to live and love.
"Porgy and Bess" has given us the spirit
of America's Negro folksongs, and Gershwin
has taken the simple tragedies and loves nf a
Negro community and has woven it into the
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With the departure of his worthy opponent, this wizard of the
ledgers must find something else
to occupy his time. It finally occurs to him that it might be a
good idea to run the advertising
manager's handkerchief up and
down on the window shade. For
the next five minutes the office is
an uproar while the chief of ad
collectors tries to explain why the
before mentioned handkerchief is
covered with lipstick.
At this point the editor, who
has until now been sitting at his
desk unmercifuiy blue penciling
copy, rises and begins his rehearsed speech about needing
more copy to keep the printers
quiet.
This is followed by the
usual procedure of pacing the
floor and grabbing copy out of
the typewriters before the poor,
bewildered reporters can put an
end mark on it.
The telephone receives constant
attention. Someone is sweetly inquiring if there is any news for
the paper this week. As soon as
the receiver is down the sweet inquiry changes to a forceful damnation of all fraternities and sororities that don't get their news
in on time.
All the while, the sports editor
is feverishly thumbing through
back issues of several newspapers;
the shorter of the associate editors
is calmly typing jokes that aren't
fit to be read (in public); and
the managing editor is rolling up
his pants legs another inch and
wondering out loud what notes to
put on the campus cuff this week.
The general confusion is too
much for the bewildered reporter.
Still unnoticed, he leaves the Ad
Building and returns to the quiet
of the Nest. Peace—it's wonderful.

Announcements
For The Week
Actors . . . The Workshop Players will hold their meeting tonight
at 6:46. Since the one-act plays
will be given the latter part of this
month, a speaker will talk to the
group on makeup.
Home-makers . . . The Home Ec
Club will meet in the Practical Arts
Auditorium at 7:00 p.m. tonight.
A panel discussion will be held.
Swimmers . . . The Natatorium
will be open for mixed recreation
from 3 to 6 p.m. daily, Monday
through Friday. This new schedule will become effective March
16.
Tot Teachers . . . The Intermediate Club will hold its meeting at
7 tonight in the Women's Building. Dr. Hoppes will address the
group.
Dancers . . . There will be no
Nickelodian Dance Friday evening.
All would-be swingsters are urged
to attend the University Players'
Spring production "Double Door."
Reporters . . . All members of
the Bee Gee News Staff are asked
to attend an important meeting at
7 tonight in the News office.
This meeting will concern the* Bee
Gee News picture for the Key.
Cancelled . . . Assembly today
because of tire inability of the
jpeaker to be here .

STRICTLY STUFF
This week, the column wishes to make
apology (quite a necessary apology, because
we're outweighed about fifty pounds) for saying that young Quesinberry makes more noise
than any other three people . . . Quiz insists
that he can make more noise than any ten
people . . . but don't get us wrong, we like it
. . . there oughtta be more guys like him . . .
speaking of nice guys, we think the University did okay this year on its new additions to
the faculty . . . Eggimann, McNeil, and company are all right in our language . . . they
can play bridge too . . . and we can't be accused of polishing anything, because we don't
have classes under any of them . . . Spring
is coming on fast in the stretch, and the
Portage quarry is getting warmer . . . ahhh.
Spring . . . wonder if the "No blankets on
the lawn" ruling will be enforced this year.

mere musings
By BOB SEALOCK
The University catalogue states that the
library has a capacity for 60,000 books. I
imagine that they are very pretty books,
though frankly I wouldn't know, for all that
I have ever seen of them are the empty
jackets pinned on the bulletin board.
We speak of our college as an expanding
institution. With this I heartily agree with
certain exceptions. And this is one of them.
Students are not given access to the books, so
how do they know what
is there. Further I believe that if students
were allowed to go into
the stacks they would
be stimulated to read.
The method now used
smacks of elementary
school.
I say elementary, because even in high
school it was our privilege to go among the
stacks and pick out the
book we liked. In fact, I believe that the
present system now used by our library is a
definite reflection on the mentality of the
students.
This is particularly discouraging when we
consider that as freshmen we are subjected
to a library course. Further the title of the
course is "How to Use the Library." Evidently from the present system used nobody
ever passed the course.
WHY NOT TRY THIS
Now it seems that an alternate plan would
be in order and here is my humble offering.
Put the reference books in one place and use
the method now in use in distributing them,
but on the other hand let the students have
access to the fiction and non-fiction books
not on the reserved lists.
Reading for pleasure is -a profitable pastime. Further in selecting a book for relaxation one is governed almoet entirely on the little parts of the books we can read while looking through them. One cannot tell whether
they like a book merely by seeing the title on
a slip of paper in the card catalogue
In the past only students on the Dean's List
have had access to the stacks. However, I
believe that on investigation yon will find
that even those not on that coveted document
like to read and can read, and do have the
intelligence to know how to handle books. So
I sincerely hope that the powers that be will
entertain these suggestions as constructive
and rather generally held by the majority of
the student body.
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Coxmen Garner Two Firsts 48 Athletes
To Cop Third In Loop Meet Get Winter
Recognition

Paces Brood A* Oberlin Upset* Kenyon;
Cox Will Send Two-Man Squad To
Kith la Elected Captain
Central State Swim Meet
Of 1942-1943 Falcon
Cage Team
Coach Budd Cox's Falcon mermen, by gathering: 28 points,
placed third in the Ohio conference swimming championForty-eight athletes will reships held at Kenyon last Saturday, to set the pace for Bowl- ceive awards for their particiing Green entrants in invitational meets. The wrestlers had pation in winter sports, Athlittle success at the Case meet.
letic Director Harry OckerOberlin, in replacing Kenyon as champs, tallied 54 man announced today.
—^points in winning the meet while
Heading the list of 9 basketKenyon garnered 38. Following
Bowling Green w»a Wooster with ball award winners in Dewey
26. Wittenberg with IS, Kent with Johnson, now in the armed
eight, and Case placing seventh forces who will receive a three-year
award. Captain-elect Mike Kish
with four.
and Gene Harkness wilt receive
The Falcons, by placing third two-year awards while Zip Sherin the conference, now'rank as the man, Wayne Bordner, Charles
fourth best team in the state with Buekenmcyer, Carl Turner, Joe
By BETTY TOY
Ohio State, Oberlin, and Kenyon Fox, and Kenneth Rothlisberger
rating as the first three.
will be given first-year awards.
Jack Wilhelm, Leo Ross, and
Bowling Green captured two
The WAA held iu annual Winter Sport Supper in the Women's first-place honors with Stark win- Art Barbiers will receive manning the 150-yard back stroke, and ager awards.
Lounge last Wednesday evening
the 300-yard medley team finishFourteen "frosh" will be given
with 60 present. Seven new mem- ing first.
Stark, swimming for
bers were initiated into the or- the first time in the conference awards. Those receiving awards
ganisation. They were Maryjule meet, easily captured the back are: Mel Albertaton, Bob Beattie,
Mellam, Rose Hloznik. Marijulo stroke event by swimming the dis- Bob Haines, Walt Hyma, John
Leonard, Roger Phillips, Joe
Burridge, and Hester Houser.
tance in 1:48.7.
The 300-yard Brown. Cliff Dussell, Bob PanGirls who received the BG medley team composed of Hard- ning, Dick Slusser, Mark Welker,
sweater award were Marg Ripley, man, Holzaepfel, and Stark, won Bob Might, Paul Shelly, and HarMike Penton, Alvira Walther, and first place by swimming the dis- ley Ash. Roger Phillips of CriHarriet Wood. Guests were Mrs. tance in 3:17.3.
dersville was elected freshman
Hatfield and Mrs. Shaw.
The 400-yard relay team com- basketball captain at a meeting.
Eleven wrestlers will be given
posed of Glenn, Gorby, Holxaepfel,
Thoso ware the words on a pot- and Stark placed third, but swam awards. This includes six varsity
ter on the bulletin board in the the fastest time in the history of and five freshman. Varsity award
Women's Building: "Trip to Cin- the university. Their time for this winners include Pete Stanford,
cinnati Playday postponed until event was 4. Other members Jack Wilhelm, Newton Bates,
after the war because the Japs placing were North, Glenn, and Mike Kunch, L. V. Ebenhack, and
have rubber market under their Holuepfel. North placed fifth in Holland Barnes. Freshman wrescontrol. Help lick the Japs so we the 440-yard free style, Holzaep- tlers are: Jack Hackett, Jim
fel placed fourth in the diving Wright, Don Marshall, Bruce Belcan go next year."
event, and Glenn took third place lard, and Wayne Bloker.
in the 100-yard free style.
In
Fourteen swimmers and two
Thr Girls' Intramural basketball swimming the 100-yard free style managers will be given awards.
season was climaxed last Wednes- in 69 seconds, Glenn swam the Varsity swimmers winning reday evening with the All-Star fastest time in the university his- wards arc: Bob North, three-year
game. Team captains were Marge tory.
award; Jean Bellard, two-year
Ripley and Rita Snyder, with the
Gorby failed to qualify in the award; and Dan Glenn, Apple
latter emerging victorious by the
50-yard free style despite the fact Gorby, Bill Holzaepfel, Bill Hardclose score of 25-21.
Winkler
that he won his heat, while Hard- man, and Paul Stark, all firstwas high scorer with nine points.
man qualified in the 200-yard year awards.
Phil Fauble was re-elected head
Freshman swimmers winning
breast stroke but did not swim in
of basketball for 1942-1943 sea- the finals.
awards include: Earl Christy,
son.
Phil Hodes, Bob Huffer, Ken
In placing third the Falcons
Kost, Elmer Nutter, Jim Nichloy
finished ahead of three teams that
and
George Spangler. Manager
Bowling has indeed bacon* pop- defeated them earlier in the seaular with many of the coeds on son. Case, who beat the Falcons | awards will be presented to Erold
this campus. Under the supervi- in their first dual meet, finished Diller and Robert Edwards.
son of Miss Gertrude Eppler, the seventh with four points. Wooster,
For .Iteration,
sport has developed, and several who edged the Falcons in a close
leagues have been formed. Girls meet here, placed fourth with 26
on your ipring clothes try
with the highest averages are Bet- points, and Wittenberg, who beat
ty Ebert—127, Ann Whitker— the Falcons in a meet there, endGREINER'S SHOP
ed in fifth position.
125, and Virginia Wright—118.
for superior workmanship
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Stark

Nineteen Men Boxing Champions Crowned
Prepare For As I.M. Tournament Closes
Spring Track
Whittaker Must Fill Shoes
Left By Toedter
And Wellner

Notes From The
Northeast
Corner

Mike Kish, junior cage ace, waa
elected last week to captain the
1942-43 Orange and Brown basketball team.
Kith, who acored
nor* than his ahare of points this
year, is one of the two men on the
squad to receive two-year awards.

I-M Department
Announces Spring
Athletic Program
The intramural department,
continuing its policy of "a sport
for every man," has announced its
spring program. The progrum
will include at least 13 individual
sports, as well as the usual team
competitions. The first sport on
the program will be the volleyball
tournament on March 1C, 17, and
18. Entries are due March 13.
Sports not on the program now
will be sponsored by the department if enough interest is shown
by the students. Also plans are
are being made for the intramural department to sponsor hobby
groups. Anyone interested should
see one of the managers or stop
at the office.
The results of the foul shooting tournament show Don Hendricks to be college free throw
champ.
Hcndricks established a
new intramural 'tournament record by sinking 21 out of a possible 25. Last year's champ and
holder of the previous record was
Ken Kafer. Second place winner
this year was Al Georgenson, who
made 20 out 25.

Coach Bob Whittaker and
his track proteges are sure of
one thing about the coming
indoor and outdoor track
schedules. That is, plenty will
be heard of the Falcons when
they start scratching this
spring. Given a team of virtually all sophomores and juniors
Coach Whittaker has two big
problems facing him. These problems arise when he attempts to
fill the shoes vacated last year by
Dwight Toedter via graduation
and Eddie Wellner when he h-avi's
for the army soon.
Nineteen men have reported to
practice thus far. The personnel
of the squad and their events include: Ralph Horn I'f and Jay Parker in the distance events; Clair
Forrest, Ben Tenwaldcr and Jenny Held in the middle distances;
Larry Cramer and Johnny Kails
in the high jump; Bill Davis.
Ralph Klein, Bill Regnier, and
Dick I,OKry in the dashes; John
Phillips and Bob Yaple in the pole
vault; Al Shindler in the weights
and hurdles; Emil Ihnat and John
Critt in the weights; Bill Primrose
in the hurdles and Don Campbell
in the hurdle and dash events.
In addition to the above varsity
candidates, Whittaker is now holding daily practice sessions for 11
freshmen track possibilities. The
freshmen squad includes Irvin McCann and Elmer McDonnal in the
distances; Dean Fogle and Charles
Wilson in the weight events; Frank
McCoy and Bill O'Shaughnessy in
the middle-distances; Dick Shivley und and Holland Richenback
in the dashes; Pete Popovich and
Roger Phillips in the hurdles;
Charles Wilson in the weights and
Ned Robinson in the 880.

Expert beauty work
to fit your individual

Hanna, Hackett, Chamberlain, Kunch, Buckenmyer,
Popovich, And Marko Are Medalists
In All-Campus Tourney
Eight new champs have joined the ranks of the topnotch boxers of Bowling Green State University.
These
were the men who came out winners in the fifth annual allcampus boxing tournament, staged by the intramural department. An enthusiastic crowd of more than 200 watched
the final boute Thursday night.
The preliminary bouts on Tuea- ;
day and Wednesday gave promise
Harley Hanna defeated Everof bang-up finals, and the final! ett Graseck to win the 125-pound
bouts were no disappointment.
class honor.
One of the most exciting und
Jack Baxter was the victim of
thrilling fights of the evening; was Harry Slawson in a non-title go.
the 145-pound championship scrap In the other bout of the evening,
between Gerald Chamberlain and the 165-pound fight, Charlea
Jack Spelman. Chamberlain car- "Bucky" Buckenmyer won over
ried the fight to Spelman and was Tom Buttle. Mike Marko won the
awarded the decision.
heavyweight title March 3, by
The battle for the 175-pound knocking out Marvin Gottschalk.
title between Dunny Lust of Marion, and Pete Popovich, Lorain,
Coatc
Dresses
was an evenly matched affair. At
the end of the third round the deSweater*
cision was a draw. In the extra
round of the rough and ready
Blouses
scrap, Popovich gained an advanSkirts
tage and copped the, title.
In the 135-pound division Jack
Hackett pounded out a decision
over Jack Wilhelm, Amherst. WilW. Wooster St.
helm gave stubborn resistance all
the way but dropped u close deciMcCallum Hosiery
sion.

KESSEL'S

Costume
Jewelry
for

w

Spring ..
New and different

97c

ilus
plu

tax

"Wits End"
Stationery
59c box
In College Style
That Humorous Paper

style

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop

The Smash Radio H>l
Brings This Smash
Value Hit •

KLCVCR'S
JEWELRY STORE
121 N. Main St.

fEVERSHARP
if PEN AND REPEATER PENCIL
■
GIFT SET ... Cmp/.>. ■>

f

«* »500
Smt.1 ilrt.i-lii.td itl wh* oV
tincllvs Iwo-tont Alps - chalet
of colon - rtSM loi SMI sad
woirin • In pmcnUllon C4M.

N. S. CROSBY

The last* of ice-cold
Coco-Cola is pleasantly
exciting ... with no
after-taste. It brings a
feeling of complete refreshment ... all you
want and you want H all.
Yoo trust its quality
•OTTUD UNDII AUTMOKITV OF THI COCA-COLA COMPANY IV

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF TOLEDO

^r
Prompt service for all
your dairy needs . . .

Model Dairy
PHONE 4441

Masnbar FacUral
System

Rc-ssrro

Bank of
Wood County
Mas.br Federal De-M**
laawraj.ee Corp.

28% LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
cigarettes tested — less than any of them — according
, to independent scientific tests of the smofco itself!
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"SOLE" go lo

CHURCH
We«t Wooster Street

HANKEY LUMBER
CO.
Roofing - Lumber • Paint
and Hardware

HOLLAND
DAIRY STORE
For that Noon or
Evening lunch try our
Sandwich*! - Salads - Soup
lea Craam • Sodat
Sundaai and Maltad Milk

Flowers..
for the
COMMONERS'
FORMAL

BRIGHAM'S
174 S. Main
Ph. 2931
WE DELIVER

Grilled

Hot Dogs
COMBINATION
SANDWICHES

WHITEHOUSE
HAMBURGER SHOP

Commoners, Phratra Dances
Fill Bill For This Saturday
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- Education Pays Dividends CORSAGES AND FLOWERS FOR
EVERY OCCASION

By MARTHA WALRATH
Things begin to happen today and will continue through
to the end of the week and there is something for every
night. This evening the University Players will present the
first performance of "Double Door." The play will be given
again on Thursday and Friday, giving everyone the opportunity to see it.
Saturday ninht will be a big«one for everyone. The Commoniis' fraternity will hold its annual npring formal in the Ree
Hall for members and guest*.
Coming to the all-campus rescue
will be the I'hratra Borority who
will hold its first annual St. Patrick's Day dance, the Shamrock
Shuffle, in the Women's Gym.
Dancing for the Commoners'
formul will be from !l to 12 with
Johnny Snyir's hand supplying
the syncopation. At the close of
the dance the fraternity will initiate a new. and no doubt it will
prove very popular, idea among
fraternities and sororities. Arrangements have been made to
take over the Falcon's Nest. Supper will be served and there will
be a floor show.
James Ludwick is general chairman assisted by Jack Wilhelm,
decorations; Bob Bcrardi, Nest
party; Dick Dunipaee, refreshments, and Bill Primrose and Dick
Jaynes, band.
Stanley Hesslebart and his Sylvian Serenadcrs will play for the
St. Patrick's Day dance which will
feature a "come and kiss the blarney stone" theme. Hannah Blackborn is general chairman for the
dance.
Assisting her arc Beck
DeWitt, band; Lenta Chashcn,
Dorothy Bright, Evta ltee.ie, decorations, and Mary Ann Symmons
and Dorothy Fisher, refreshments.
The dance will be from 9 to 12.
Thara will be an all-campui taa
dance sponsored by the Inter-Sorority Council in the Recreation
Hall, this afternoon from M:30 to
5:80. The Kampus Kats will
play.
At 4 there will be the official
introduction of the new sorority,
Alplui Phi Epsilon, to the student
body. At T> there will be the presentation of the Esther Russell
Scholarship Cup to the sorority
having the highest point average
for the past semester.
II- la Gamma Upsilon fraternity in making plans for their
'Piinir formal, March 28.
I'IVSI
dent Dick Camp has appointed
Bud Yaple general chairman. Hv
will be assisted by Robert Dialing,
decoration*; Hob DOMMIKOT, orchestra; Jack Spencer, refreshments, and Jim Miller, invitations

This
30c
pair
than

coupon presented with
will clean and press a
of trousers, skirt (less
four pleats) or sweater.

Home Laundry and
Dependable Cleaners

and programs.

Work on the new constitution
is nearing completion and should
be ready for ratification soon, according to Charles Rankowski.
Pledge President Jack Conkel
reports very satisfactory results
in starting the fraternity library.
A set of encyclopedias, a dictionary, and a large number of other
books are being collected.

Jim Ludwick, Hannah Blackburn and Bruce Esterly (left to
right) recently passed the Civil
Service examination for Junior
Business Analysts. Both men have
been offered $2000 a year positions.

The Alpha Phi Epiilon mrority
entertained a group of rushecs at
its formal dinner held March 4 in
the Recreation Hall. Lee Malta*,
toastmistress, introduced lone
Silliman, rush chairman, and Mr*.
Budd Cox, udvisor.
Loveland sang a humorous duet.
The sorority is now making
Arrangements were made by
plans for its formal and informal the following committees: menu,
initiations.
Marian Merickel and Dorothy
Pohlman; invitations, Kay Smith
Sixly-three attendad th* Skol and Ruth Meek; program, Cecilia
formnl dinner for rushees last Rohrs, Margery Black, Martha
Friday evening at the sorority Lown, and June Smith; decorahouse. Dinner was served at 6:30, tions. Nova Groll and Betty Lovefollowed by an informal program land.
of music.
Decorations for the dinner were
The Seven Sister sorority used
yellow candelabra and flowers.
At the head table was an arrange- a southland scene as the theme of
ment of jonquils. Small corsages their formal dinner which was
formed the letter "S" on the held at the Woman's Club, March
other tables. These were later 1.
Dondus Berndt was general
given to the guest*.
The sorority is now making chairman and 72 attended. Betty
plans for "hell week."
Hihler was toastmistress.
Committee chairmen were Lauretta
With the aid of Mr. and Mrs. Brown, decorations; Jane Parent,
John Berry, the Delhi house is program; Ann Koch, invitations;
under extensive rcdecorution in- Ruth Philips, entertainment, and
side and out.
Margaret Wilson, menu.
Under the leadership of BrothFormer members, Vera Welty
ers Mike Kunch, Larry Kuhl, and and Virginia Bohn, were back for
pledge Carl Lewis, the Delhi pro- the week-end. Word was received
gram for their coming assembly that Ruth Baxter and Joe Walker
is well under way.
were married. Marjorie Sutter is
Plans for the annuul off-campus now in New York studying music.
spring formal are being arranged.
Plans for the Seven Sister forDon Hendricks has been appointmal dance were started at the
ed general chairman.
last meeting.
dene Dean is now a Delhi
Ann Mason, Fay Krielick, and
pledge.
Helen Moser were appointed to
The house party which was
organize the annual newa letter
given by the pledges in honor of
the brothers was a great success. for alumnae.
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OF COLLEGE MEN SAID
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in ■ recent survey of 90
campuses, that they
prefer Arrow Shirts to
■II other brands. Must
be because Arrow is a
swell shirt, n'est-ce-pas?

^irrow white Is right I
From sleeping through class to dating s blonde,
an Arrow white shirt is correct for every occasion.

How about treating
yourself to an Arrow
Hitt or Hull or Gordon
or Sussex today?

Arrtnc Hitt: a fine lustrous broadcloth with nonwilt, starr-bless Arose! collar.
Arrow Hull: long-pointed collar and that new low
slope make Hull a honey for comfort!
Arri'tr Gordon: oxford cloth and button-down collar make Gordon everyone's favorite.
Arrow Suatrx: low, wide, and handsome — in
fancy patterns, too.
All are Mitoga tailored and Sanforised labeled
(fabric shrinkage less than 1%). Begin your collection of Arrow whiles today!
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"ARROW-

LEHMAN'S

SHIRTS and TIES

N. Main-Street
'AIIOW.

Mason Wye was in charge of arrangements. After dancing, a
light lunch was served.
The Las Amigas sorority held
its formal dinner for rushees at
the Falcon's Nest Wednesday evening.
The table was delimited
with an arrangement of gladioli,
fern, and talisman roses, and an
individual corsage of talisman
rosef was presented to each guest.
Joan Brown sang several selections, Cecilia Kohrs gave a reading, and Margery Black and Hetty

MoreVA'easure
There's satisfaction in knowing that
the 6'/a< revenue tax you pay on every
pack of twenty cigarettes is doing its
bit for Uncle Sam

Every time you buy Chesterfields you get
the satisfaction of a smoke that's definitely
MILDER, far COOLER and BETTER-TASTING.
Chesterfields superior blend of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos will give you
more smoking pleasure than you ever had
before. Try a pack of Chesterfields today.
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OH TffAT/oN's FRONT

FILMED RIGHT
ON THE SPOT!
Watch them for the
first time a* they
ferry giant Bomber*
to the War Front*!

.IL-Lrvsun mon nit
| V.. for Victory l

WILLIAM TRACY and fLYSE
KNOX(aO»s«terR«Jdo>ri), starring In Hal Rooch's comedy hit
HAY FOOT.
Our movie start are doing a
grand job selling defense bonds
and entertaining our soldiers.
Many of them choose Chesterfield to send to men in uniform.

M Chesterfield
C |l IK Stl—«l»l»M»Ol

,

k ^i
Col. VIVIAN J.
OLSENf Cadsi MARIE
HOFFMAN of the Women's Defense Codets
of America. This and similar organization, send
millions of Milder, Setter.
Tasting Chesterfields to
the men in uniform.
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